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Overall Cottage Site
The intent of the overall cottage plan is to create a peaceful grotto' feeling while providing ease of circulation and minimize maintenance.
Consideration was given to climatic factors (winter wind etc) and the screening of necessary but unsightly features/items. Some items to
note are:
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Path Entry

This option has the most variety of plantings with a mix of perennials along with flowering and evergreen shrubs and should provide the
most visual interest throughout the year. This would also entail the most maintenance.
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All areas are intended to work with the view to the east while providing a sense of place in and around the VIP Building. As with other areas
low maintenance was considered a priority throughout and is handled by straight or simply curved bed lines along with proposed massing
of plantings throughout... Seasonal interest will be provided by the use of plant material with different seasonal highlights. Individual areas
will be discussed below

VIP Building Site
Schematic Study

Plantings in Circle- A simple layout of low lying plantings that frame a massing of one type of shrub providing a simple focal point in the
circle with the plantings highlight ing different seasons for interest. The east side of the plantings will have benches sitting on
pavers/flagstone set in front of the shrubs to afford a closer view to the east and possibly quiet meditation area.
Entry Path The path provides access from both the circle and the adjacent parking area to the west and was laid out to provide ample
space to drop off guests. It is framed by flowering trees set in groundcover beds intended to act as entry to pass through while also
softening the side of the building. Once on the path the view will be directed to the flowering trees on the far southern fence corner which t
will provide interest until one approaches the main entry gate. Parking is provided in two areas, one adjacent to the path itself and another
proposed off the circle. Both parking areas will be framed with shrub masses screening the vehicles from the building itself.
Entry into Building/Overlook
The path widens directly in front of the entry into the building site itself. An overlook is proposed widening the path to the east and framing it
with a low wall. Benches could be put in this area to allow sitting area to enjoy the view. The space could also be used as a small gathering
area for impromptu meetings/lunch etc. The overall path is framed by shrubs to soften the fence and is enhanced by low lying plantings
throughout for a bit of interest. Shade trees were also added to mitigate the side view of the building. The intention is to provide interest by
limiting the overall view of the building until you are at the entry area into the site itself.
Building Site
Plantings in this area will be simple-keeping the interest on the overlook area. Masses of deciduous and evergreen shrubs will be place
along the front and corners of the building foundation. The fence itself will be framed on building sides with shrubs on the outside
perimeter-perennials on the inside, again to provide some interest,-soften the fence and eliminate maintenance along fence line (trimming
along fence with weed eater).All perennials will be single masses in areas as shown by different colors on the plan again for ease of
maintenance. Shrubs will also be provided on the interior fence corners.

Revisions

Shrub Mass

This is the most formal' and probably expensive in terms of installation. The design calls for masses of evergreen shrubs on all sides with
Groundcover
flowering shrubs and perennials as accents in the corners. It provides four seasons formal structure' the other options don't. Maintenance
of the plant material itself should be less than options above as perennials need more attention than shrubs when plantings are established.

The VIP Building was designed as four spaces
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The intent of the individual cottage plans is to create a peaceful seating for each cottage while minimizing maintenance. Three options
were created to allow for a series of feelings and levels of maintenance and will be described below. All options have the same lawn and
plant bed area which were laid out to allow easing mowing of the lawns and edging, maintenance of plant beds. Massings of plants were
also used for impact and to reduce maintenance (pruning requirements etc). One of the options could be selected for the overall site or
more than one could be used which would provide some variety but also increase maintenance.
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1.
Majority of plants will be trees to maximize the impact , creating spaces, framing views etc.
2.
Series of evergreen screens were placed on the NW side of structures to minimize impact of winter winds.
3.
Year round visual interest will be obtained by use of a variety of flowering trees and shrubs along with a selection of Shade trees
that provide fall color and winter interest
Lawnre branching /bark features.
4.
Retention walls will be used to minimize slopes, provide create spaces, create interest and direct circulation. Walls should not
exceed 3'-00” in height. and have a similar layout in terms of arcs in curves etc to reinforce the sense of place'. Providing uniform yet
informal seating areas throughout the site A series of steps will be incorporated in to the walls as needed.
5.
A series of spaces have been created to allow temporary parking for guests to load and unload
vehicles. The
spaces will be framed
"B"
Evergreen
shrubs
by small retention walls to mitigate slopes along with shrub masses to minimize the view of these spaces from the dwellings.
(typ)
6.
Outdoor recreation area was created using the available flat area. The area can be framed
by the above mentioned retention walls
to create a sense of space. Possible pavilion or open seating could be a center piece of the area, providing an informal gathering place.
Circulation has been provided that allows easy access to this area from all locations on the site.
7.
Proposed parking lots were re designed to minimize views from cottages.
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Drawing Title

Note:
This is a schematic design.
Some adjustments to quantities of plants or materials
may be required during final design process.
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